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a b s t r a c t

A rotor dynamic analysis is mandatory for stability and design optimization of submerged propellers and
turbines. An accurate simulation requires a proper consideration of fluid-induced reaction forces. This
paper presents a bi-directional coupling of a bond graph method solver and an unsteady vortex lattice
method solver where the former is used to model the rotor dynamics of the power train and the latter is
used to predict transient hydrodynamic forces. Due to solver coupling, determination of hydrodynamic
coefficients is obsolete and added mass effects are considered automatically. Additionally, power grid
and structural faults like grid fluctuations, eccentricity or failure could be investigated using the same
model. In this research work a fast, time resolved dynamic simulation of the complete power train is
conducted. As an example, the rotor dynamics of a tidal stream turbine is investigated under two inflow
conditions: I - shear flow, II - shear flow þ water waves.
© 2018 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

To ensure the stability and reliability of a submerged turbo-
machine in its design phase a rotor dynamic analysis is mandatory.
In such analysis fluid flow and electric grid fluctuations as well as
manufacturing related eccentricities and flexibilities of rotating
components have to be considered as vibration sources. Especially,
fluid-induced reaction forces as well as damping and added mass
effects need to be considered for an accurate rotor dynamic
simulation.

In various literature, hydrodynamic coefficients are used to ac-
count for these additional reaction forces. Usually, these co-
efficients are derived by experimental investigations or determined
by computational fluid dynamic methods (van Esch et al., 2013;
Andreau and Ville, 2006). Following this approach, the influence of
structural flexibility is neglected and time dependent flow condi-
tions like water waves or various nonuniform inflow fields are not
physically simulated. As a results, the accuracy of a rotor dynamic

analysis using hydrodynamic coefficients is reduced and the
applicability is limited to specific boundary conditions. Transient
coupling of a computational fluid dynamic solver with a rotor dy-
namic simulation would eliminate the need for hydrodynamic co-
efficient determination and would resolve the stated issues
completely. But available commercial tools used for bi-directional
FSI problems in rotor applications require a significantly large
computation time even for steady state uniform flow conditions
(Arnold et al., 2014; Kumar andWurm, 2015). Therefore, the aim of
the current research is to develop an integrated simulationmethod,
which is capable to investigate the influence of structural flexibil-
ities, time-dependent nonuniform flow conditions and power grid
faults towards the rotor dynamic behavior without raising the
computational effort out of scale. The present paper focuses on the
influence of unsteady hydrodynamic forces acting at a seabed
mounted tidal turbine power train.

To reduce computational effort, all fluid-induced forces are
calculated in the rotating reference frame using a potential theory
based Unsteady Vortex Lattice Method (UVLM). The UVLM for
rotatory devices originates from Kerwin and Lee (1978) who first
introduced a lifting surface method based on vortex ring elements
for ship propellers under steady state conditions. For unsteady
conditions the force free wake alignment was further developed by
Lee (2002) and Lee and Kinnas (2005). The in-house implemented
UVLM-code has been verified for a turbine model with straight
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blades as presented by Bahaj et al. (2006). First, the operational
curves for a uniform axial inflow velocity field is compared to
experimental data from Bahaj et al. (2006). Second, for a shear flow
profile in axial direction the hydrodynamic loads derived by the
UVLM are compared to results calculated using a commercial un-
steady Reynolds averaged NaviereStokes equation (URANS) solver.

The electromagnetic and structural dynamics of the power train
are modeled using the bond graph methodology. Bond Graphs (BG)
are a suitable approach to create models of complex dynamic sys-
tems considering the interaction of several energy domains. A brief
description of the BGmethod is given in section 2.1. The BGmethod
was invented by Paynter (1961) and further elaborated from a
graphical model to a methodology by Karnopp et al. (2012). Using
BG for rotor dynamic analysis was studied by Campos et al. (2005)
with limitation to simple models and structural domain only.
Sanchez and Medina (2014) created a more detailed BG model for a
wind turbine and analyzed its power output behavior including
structural dynamics except rotor dynamics.

In the current approach a FSI coupling is incorporated assuming
rigid blades: hydrodynamic forces are applied to the hub center of
the connected drive train, which is modeled as a flexible body
mounted by non-linear elastic ball bearings. The solvers of the BG
model and the UVLM interact in a master/slave-arrangement. At
defined macro time steps hydrodynamic loads as well as dis-
placements and velocities due to drive train movements are
communicated between the potential theory and the bond graph
model solvers.

Two test case setups are derived for the rotor dynamics analysis.
First, the influence of a nonuniform flow field is investigated via a
shear flow profile. Second, a nonuniform and time-dependent flow
field is studied using the shear flow field from the first test case
superimposed with a water wave flow field inclining in axial di-
rection. A linear wave potential was chosen, as investigations
conducted by Greve and Abdel-Maksoud (2015) revealed a good
agreement of hydrodynamic blade loads with experimental results
in propeller applications using potential theory approaches.

2. Methods

2.1. Bond graphs

Bond graphs provide a platform to model power exchange, en-
ergy dissipation and storage in a dynamic system of any physical
domainwith a unified graphical language. The basic variables in BG
are effort, flow, time integral of effort and time integral of flow.
Effort & flow in electrical and structural systems are voltage &
current and force & velocity, respectively. These quantities are
transmitted throughout the system components via power bonds,
preserving the power, defined as the product of effort and flow.
Junctions define the constraint structure of a system. When power
bonds are joined at a 1-junction, the flows are equal at all con-
nected bonds, while the efforts sum up to zero. On the contrary, if
they are joined at a 0-junction, efforts are equal at all connected
bonds, while flows sum up to zero. The constraint structure con-
nects all BG elements based on their preferred causality and the
direction of power transmission. The basic single port elements are
source of effort, source of flow, inertial compliant and resistive el-
ements represented as SE, SF, I, C and R, respectively. These ele-
ments add, store or dissipate power within the system. Basic two-
port elements are transformers and gyrators used for power
transformation and are represented as TF and GY in BG
methodology.

An algorithmic procedure is applied to the bond graphs, which
leads to the systems equations of motion in state-space represen-
tation. Hereby, the following generalized system equation is

determined, where X is the state vector, U is the input vector, A is
the system matrix and B is the input matrix:

v

vt
fXg ¼ ½A�fXg þ ½B�fUg: (1)

The basic elements can be used to model physical effects on a
component or sub-model level. Therefore, even for complex sys-
tems the equations of motion can be derived and solved with ease
(e. g. complete power train of a machine). Due to its energy based
nature it also allows to connect multiple energy domains like in
electro-mechanical drive systems.

In Fig. 1 the parametric and generic system model of the tidal
turbine power train is depicted. It can be utilized for any size of
horizontal axis turbines to predict its transient rotor dynamic
behavior at various boundary conditions. The corresponding bond
graph submodels for each componentwill be briefly outlined in the
following sections.

2.1.1. Low-Speed Shaft components
Within this paper the dynamics of the Low-Speed Shaft com-

ponents are investigated. Namely, these components are Rotor Disc,
Spinning Shaft (Spinning Spring/Damper þ Mass), Ball Bearings
and Carrier Disc of the connected Planetary Gearbox.

The rotational axes of all shaft components are aligned with the
positive x-direction of the inertial frame. All axial Degrees of
Freedom (DOF) are fixed. Therefore, Spinning Spring/Damper and
Mass sub models are modeled with two translational and three
rotational degrees of freedom. _y, _z represent lateral velocities in y, z-
direction, while _4, _q and _j refer to rotational velocities about the x, y
an z-direction respectively. Ball Bearings are reduced to three DOFs,
while Planetary Gearbox and Induction Machine are limited to the
rotational DOF as depicted in Fig. 1.

The Low-Speed Shaft of the turbine power-train system is a
combination of several Spinning Spring/Damper and Mass sub
models representing a Rayleigh beam (Mukherjee and Karmakar,
2000; Mukherjee et al., 2006). Inertia and stiffness in stationary
frame, as well as internal damping in rotating frame of the shaft
relate generalized Newtonian forces to generalized acceleration,
displacements and velocities.

The compliant field elements C in the Spinning Spring/Damper
sub model are defined by Eq. (2), which relate lateral and angular
displacements as well as twist angles of the left and right side of the
sub model.

K1 ¼ EI
L3

2
664

12 6L �12 6L
6L 4L2 �6L 2L2

�12 �6L 12 �6L
6L 2L2 �6L 4L2

3
775 K2 ¼ GIp

L

�
1 �1
�1 1

�

(2)

Here, EI, GIp and L represent the bending and torsional stiff-
nesses and the axial length of the Spring/Damper sub model. The
resistive R-fields in Eq. (3) is used to model internal damping in the
rotating reference frame by using the Rayleigh damping factor b.

Ri ¼ bKi i ¼ 1;2 (3)

According to Newton's law momentum changes relate to forces
and moments. If the angular momentum of the Spinning Mass is
changed due to shaft deflection in the inertial frame, stabilizing
moments are induced. These so called gyroscopic moments are
described by Euler's equations and incorporated in the sub model
by using a Modulated Gyrator (MGY) (Mukherjee et al., 2006;
Karnopp et al., 2012). Eccentricities can be incorporated utilizing
the angular speed u ¼ _4 of the shaft in a modulated source of flow
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(MSf¼ u). Due to TF-Elements this adds flow to the translational
DOFs based on a defined mass eccentricity ε and an initial eccen-
tricity phase angle f0. The moduli of the TF-Elements are:

y� direction : m1 ¼ �ε sinðut þ f0Þ; (4)

z� direction : m2 ¼ þε cosðut þ f0Þ: (5)

Rotor and Carrier Disc are basically equivalent to the Spinning
Mass elements. They differ in terms of their lumped masses m and
moments of inertia J only.

Ball Bearings assure the smooth operation of the machines by
providing support to the rotary parts and by reducing the friction.
Each ball k is modeled by a Modulated Source of effort (MSe) using
the local relative displacement dk between inner and outer race-
way, the ball bearings radial clearance cr and an equivalent contact
stiffness Keq. The non-linear loads of each ball element are summed
up to the total number of balls Nb in order to determine the overall
bearing loads, which are transmitted to the spinning shaft:

0
@ Fy

Fz
Mx

1
A ¼

X
k¼1

Nb

8><
>:

�
h
Keqðdk � crÞ1:5 þ b _dk

i
,cosðfkÞ

�
h
Keqðdk � crÞ1:5 þ b _dk

i
,sinðfkÞ

0

9>=
>;: (6)

Based on the angular velocities and the diameters of inner and

outer raceway the balls are moving in circumferential direction.
Hence, fk represents the current angular position of the ball. The
factor b ¼ Keqð0:25� 2:5Þ,10�2 Ns/mm relates to Ball Bearing
damping (Nakhaeinejad, 2010). The equivalent contact stiffness is
defined in Eq. (7), where the stiffness of inner and outer raceway is
given by Eq. (8).

Keq ¼ KiKo�
K

2
3
i þ K

2
3
o

�1:5 (7)

Ki;o ¼ 2E
ffiffiffi
2

p

3d1:5i;o
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ri;o

p
,
�
1� n2

� (8)

E, r, d and n are modulus of elasticity, curvature, non dimen-
sional deflection factor and Poisson's ratio, respectively.

2.1.2. Planetary Gearbox
Between Low-Speed Shaft and Induction Machine the angular

velocity _4 and torque is transformed using the Planetary Gearbox
model presented in Fig. 2. The sub model considers local tooth
contact stiffness Kt and damping bt as well as the rotary inertias of
three planet gears Jp (Yutao and Di, 2011). Based on the gear radii r
of sun (s) and ring (r) and the angular velocity ratio of carrier (c)
and ring (r) the transmission ratio i denotes:

Fig. 1. Sub model based integrated bond graph model of idealized horizontal axis tidal turbine power train.
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i ¼ _4s

_4c
¼ 1þ rr

rs

	
1� _4r

_4c



: (9)

2.1.3. Induction Machine
The Induction machine BG model is composed by a rotor and a

stator. The Induction Machine is modeled and designed with a
sinusoidal distribution of stator winding voltages throughout air
gap. The magnetic losses, electrical stator and rotor losses as well
as frictional losses were considered. All equations for the physical
and mathematical transformations from one energy domain to
another as depicted in Fig. 3 can be found in Nakhaeinejad
(2010). For further informations regarding the modeling of
electrical machines using the bond graph methodology see Kim
and Bryant (2000), Mukherjee et al. (1999) and Ghosh and
Bhadra (1993). Rotor and stator winding properties have been
adopted to fit the power needs of the chosen tidal turbine and
can be found in the appendix.

2.2. Unsteady vortex lattice method

The UVLM is based on potential theory, hence, water is modeled
as incompressible, irrotational and inviscid fluid except for the
discontinuity surfaces. Those surfaces are generally modeled by a
distribution potential. For a dipole source panel such a distribution
is defined in Eq. (10):

Fðr0; tÞ ¼ 1
4p

∬ sm
nðr0; tÞ,ðr � r0Þ���r � r0j3

: (10)

Here m denotes the dipole strength, S represents the surface and
n is the surface normal vector in time t. r is the vector of an arbitrary
point location P and r0 is the distance vector between P and the
dipole.

VF then corresponds to the velocity induced by a dipole
element in point P. R€ottgermann et al. (1992) and Katz and Plotkin
(2001) have shown the equivalence of the velocity induced by a
vortex ring element enclosing the same surface as the dipole
element. Based on this the chosen formulation for VF in Eq. (11)
results from N quadrilateral vortex rings.

F ¼ 1
4p

X
i¼1

N X
j¼1

4 r1ij � r2ij���r1ij � r2ijj2

 
r0ij,r1ij��r1ij�� � r0ij,r2ij��r2ij��

!
Gi (11)

Hereby Gi is the constant vortex strength of a quadrilateral
vortex ring. r0 is the vector along a straight vortex filament,
whereas r1 and r2 represent vectors between the point P and the
vortex filament start and end points.

The total velocity UP in P can be found by superposition of
induced velocities and free stream velocity U∞ as illustrated in Eq.
(12).

UP ¼ VfW|fflffl{zfflffl}
turbine bladeðsÞ

þ VfVS|fflffl{zfflffl}
free vortex sheetðsÞ

þ U∞|{z}
free stream velocity

(12)

A set of N vortex rings leads to a linear system
PN

i aikGi ¼ Rk,
where Gi represents the current circulation in vortex ring element i.
The right hand side Rk ¼ Uk consists of the velocity components in
the kth arbitrary point P.

aik is an element of the geometrical related influence matrix,
which equates the amount of velocity induced by the vortex ring i
onto the kth collocation point, if a circulation Gi ¼ 1 is assumed.

aik ¼
1
4p

,
X
j¼1

4 r1ij � r2ij���r1ij � r2ijj2 þ
���rsijj2

 
r0ij,r1ij��r1ij�� � r0ij,r2ij��r2ij��

!
: (13)

Singularity elements alike a vortex ring can lead to numerical
instabilities, if the distance to a collocation point diminishes. This

Fig. 2. Planetary gearbox model.

Fig. 3. Bond Graph model of Induction Machine.
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problem occurs especially in the free wake representation. To
overcome such problems the presented code uses a desingulari-
zation term presented by Ramsey (1996): It is defined

��rsij�� ¼ di
��roij��

which relates to the vortex filament length and applies a viscous
vortex core behavior by di ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4nkinti

p
with kinematic viscosity nkin

and elapsed time ti since the vortex ring i shed from the trailing
edge.

In the presented implementation the blade geometry is dis-
cretized by patches of quadrilateral shape located at the camber
surface. For the panel distribution, a half cosine spacing is used in
spanwise direction, refined at the blade tip while in chordwise
direction an equidistant distribution is chosen.

Singularity elements are represented by quadrilateral vortex
rings of constant vortex strength. According to the lumped vortex
theory those vortex rings are shifted in chordwise direction for 1/
4th of the corresponding panel so that the last vortex filament is
located behind the trailing edge of the camber surface. The collo-
cation point is located at 3/4th of the panel in chordwise direction
which is synonymous to the center of the vortex ring(Katz and
Plotkin, 2001).

In order to satisfy Kelvins theorem, the existence of a wake
shedding the lifting surface is required. Thus, a free wake model is
implemented, represented by vortex ring elements. The vortex
strength of the first wake panel strip is equal to the vortex strength
of the blades vortex rings shed at the trailing edge in the previous
time step. Free wake propagation is realized by shifting the wake
with the total velocity U at the edges of the vortex ring elements,
which refers to a force free boundary condition along the wake(-
Burger, 2007).

The potential theory force vector Fpot results from the unsteady
Kutta-Joukowski theorem following Pesmajoglou and Graham
(2000):

Fpotik ¼ rfl

�
Uik � DlikGDlik þ

	
DGik

Dt
Sik



nik

�
: (14)

Here, the indices i and k denote the radial and chordwise panel
position, respectively. rfl is the density of the fluid, Dlik is the vector
of vortex filament lengths,Dt represents the time step size and Sik is
the panel surface. GDlik represents the bound circulation on Dlik. For
the leading edge vortex filaments it is equal to Gik, while for any
other filament it is defined as the difference of circulation between
two neighboring panels in chordwise direction. The second term on
the right hand side of Eq. (14) refers to the added mass effect of the
surrounding fluid.

Neglecting the thickness of the blades leads to a force compo-
nent along the direction of the incoming velocity vector and though
to a potential drag component that violates Joukowskis law. To
overcome this issue, the correction term in Eq. (15), which

calculates the suction force, is introduced at the leading edge panels
only(Kornev, 2009).

Fsuctm ¼ �rfl
p

4

 
Gm

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
bm

p
!2

lm (15)

Here lm represents the length of the panel in radial direction, bm
is its extent in chordwise direction and Gm is the circulation of the
m-th panel along the leading edge.

Viscous effects are not represented by potential theory but can
be approximated by simple models. In the presented code skin
friction is modeled analogous to the friction on a flat plate as
introduced by Burger (2007):

Ffrictik ¼
rfl
2
,U2

tanik
,Sik,cf ðbikÞ: (16)

Where Utanik is the tangential velocity in chordwise direction
and bik denotes the path length in chordwise direction starting
from the leading edge to the current collocation point. cf ðbikÞ is the
friction coefficient in this point, dependent on the local Reynolds
number Re. It is assumed to be laminar as long as bik is smaller than
15% of the chord length or turbulent otherwise:

laminar : cf ;lam ¼ 1:328,Re�0:5 (17)

turbulent : cf ;turb ¼ 0:074,Re�0:2 (18)

Our current implementation of the unsteady vortex lattice
method is named Institute of Turbomachinery Vortex Lattice (I2VL)
and will be referenced accordingly in this paper.

2.3. FSI-coupling of bond graphs and unsteady vortex lattice
method

To combine the BG system model with I2VL a FSI coupling
approach is required.Within this paper I2VL has been implemented
in MATLAB, while the BG system model has been composed in the
BG modeling software 20sim. 20sim and MATLAB are interacting in
a master/slave configuration. Therefore, MATLAB is registered as a
COM-component in Microsoft Windows and 20sim controls the
data exchange and execution of MATLAB scripts via this interface. In
20sim a coupling scheme between I2VL and the BG model is
implemented. It is based on independent time step sizes for both
solvers and visualized in Fig. 4. On the one hand, I2VL is based on an
explicit time-stepping with a constant macro time step width of
DtI2VL. On the other hand, within 20sim an implicit backward dif-
ferential solver with a variable time step DtBG is chosen to solve the
equations of motions derived by its bond graphs. After each macro

Fig. 4. FSI Coupling and hydrodynamic load interpolation scheme.
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time step DtI2VL the hydrodynamic loads F
! ¼ ½Fx; Fy;Mx;My;Mz�T ,

the rotor velocities U
!¼ ½ _y; _z; _4; _q; _j�T and displacements

X
!¼ R U

!
dt ¼ ½Y; Z;F;Q;J�T are exchanged between both solvers.

After starting 20sim with a selected solver it initializes the I2VL
code at time ti ¼ t0 and gathers the defined macro time step size

DtI2VL. Previous fluid forces are set zero F
!

i ¼ 0 in 20sim. After the
initialization the following sequence is continuously executed
throughout the simulation:

1. 20sim sends the current displacements and velocities of the Hub
to the MATLAB workspace and executes the I2VL.

2. Based on the current hub displacements and velocities all
boundary conditions in the vortex lattice collocation points are
defined. By running I2VL it advances in time by DtI2VL and cal-

culates the hydrodynamic loads on the hub F
!

iþ1 for tiþ1 and
returns them to 20sim.

3. 20sim is solving the equations of motion using an implicit time-
stepping method as shown on the right side of Fig. 4. As the

loads F
!

i and F
!

iþ1 for the corresponding times ti and tiþ1 are
known, the acting hydrodynamic loads for the current time t are
determined by linear interpolation:

F
!ðtÞ ¼ F

!
i þ

F
!

iþ1 � F
!

i

DtI2VL
ðt � tiÞ: (19)

4. Whenever the current time in 20sim reaches the next macro
time step tiþ1 all values where stored and the procedure starts at
1.

3. Test case studies

To investigate the rotor dynamics of a seabed mounted turbine
two test cases are defined. First, a test case with a pure shear flow
profile is derived in section 3.1. Second, a superposition of the shear
flow profile with a wave flow field is investigated in section 3.2. For
the two test cases the free stream velocity U∞, applied in I2VL, is
visualized in Fig. 6 and defined by:

Test case I U∞ ¼ UShear ; (20)

Test case II U∞ ¼ UShear þ UWave : (21)

Test case I intends to show the applicability of the integrated
system model for steady nonuniform flow conditions, while Test
case II adds a time-dependent component to derive a spatially
distributed shear flow field, which advances with each time step.

The turbine geometry has been derived from Bahaj et al. (2006)
where one blade geometry was tested with different blade pitch
angles. For the presented investigation the results for the blade

pitch angle of 25+ are chosen. In Fig. 5 the geometry of the inves-
tigated turbine as well as the axis definitions in the inertial frame of
the hub center are plotted. Here, y and z refer to the horizontal and
vertical direction, respectively. All modeling parameters used
within the Low-Speed Shaft, Ball Bearings, Planetary Gearbox and
Induction Machine have been defined manually and are not related
to any published results or any existing power train. All parameters
are given in the Appendix.

3.1. Shear flow profile

In case of seabedmounted tidal turbines the incoming flow field
is inhomogeneous due to shear stress at the ground. According to
Mason-Jones et al. (2013), the 1/7th power lawwas chosen to create
a height-dependent velocity profile as expressed by Eq. (22).

UShear
U0

¼
�z
d

�1
7

(22)

UShear is the velocity at elevation z above thewall and U0 denotes
the free stream velocity outside the boundary-layer thickness d,
which was set by Mason-Jones et al. (2013) to be equal to the
equilibrium water height above the seabed. Starting from this, the
velocity UH at height H above the seabed denotes:

UH ¼
	
H
d


1
7

,U0 ⇔ U0 ¼ UH,

	
H
d


�1
7

(23)

U0 is then defined as a function of the velocity UH. Putting this
description of U0 into the 1/7th power law equation and setting UH
fixed, the shear stream profile can be expressed corresponding to
the hub elevation above the seabed H and UH only:

UShear ¼
� z
H

�1
7
UH : (24)

For the following investigations the shear stream profile is
characterized by UH ¼ 1:8m=s.

3.2. Linear waves

Several concepts for tidal turbine applications lead to turbine
locations close to the surface. In such positions the influence of
surface water waves on the turbine performance and rotor dy-
namics has to be considered. Also restricted flow conditions likeFig. 5. Geometry and axis definition of the tidal turbine.

Fig. 6. Visualisation of superposition of shear stress profile and Water waves.
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shallow water influences have to be taken into account.
To investigate the rotor dynamics, linear wave theory was

implemented in I2VL as described in this section according to
Clauss et al. (1988): The relation between water depth and wave
length d=L characterizes the influence of the water depth on the
wave flow field. Tidal turbines may work under moderate depth
(0:5> d=L>0:05) or even shallow water wave conditions
(d=L � 0:05). Therefore an approach is chosen that models the
transition from circular to elliptic or even linear water particle
paths. The presented linear wave potential FWave is defined for
waves in moderate water depths presented in Eq. (25). In case of
very small or large water depths it transforms to the extreme cases
of shallow or deep water waves.

FWave ¼ �zauWave

k
cosh kðzþ dÞ

sinh kd
cosðkx� uWavetÞ: (25)

Here za is the surface wave amplitude and
uWave ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kgtanhðk,dÞ

p
is the circular frequency. The wave number

is referred to as k ¼ 2p=L and dependent on the wave length L. The
horizontal position and the time are characterized by x and t. The
term (kx� uwavet) will be simplified as the wave phase angle w.

The vertical and horizontal velocity components UWave and
Wwave are derivatives of the wave potential in x- and z-direction as
shown in Eq. (26) and Eq. (27).

UWave ¼ zauwave
cosh kðzþ dÞ

sinh kd
sinw (26)

WWave ¼ �zauwave
sinh kðzþ dÞ

sinh kd
cosw (27)

For this test case a linear wave with the properties shown in
Table 1 was set up. For the equilibrium water height d, chosen in
Sec. 3.1, the property d=L characterizes a moderate water depth
wave condition.

Free surface effects and surface-turbine-interaction are assumed
to be negligible and are not considered in the following
investigations.

4. Verification

4.1. Uniform inflow conditions

For a uniform inflow velocity distribution the integral hydro-
dynamic loads determined by I2VL have been validated against
published experimental results in Bahaj et al. (2006). The results
presented in Fig. 7 reveal a good agreement of thrust and power
coefficients cT ¼ 8Fx=ðrU2

∞pD2Þ and cP ¼ 8Mx _4=ðrU3
∞pD2Þ at

various tip speed ratios l ¼ uR=U∞. Best match is found at l ¼ 6,
therefore it has been chosen for the rotor-dynamic simulations,
with the undisturbed inflow velocity U∞ ¼ 1:8 m/s in positive x-
direction and nTurbinez 255 RPM.

According to the vortex lattice theory, the turbine blades are
modeled infinitely thin at the camber surfaces with 15 panels in
radial direction and 5 panels in chord direction on each blade. The
Flow field was initialized with U∞ and the time step size is adjusted
to a 5 deg. increment of a turbine revolution. Wake modeling is
performed for two revolutions behind the trailing edge assuming a
negligible influence of far downstream wake panels. Influences of
flow field boundaries alike the seabed and the free surface are
neglected. Viscous and thickness effects are modeled as described
in section 2.2 for water with the density r ¼ 1050 [kg/m3] and the
kinematic viscosity m ¼ 1:124,10�6 [m/s2].

4.2. Shear flow conditions

To investigate the rotor dynamics of the tidal turbine under
shear flow conditions without waves in Test case I, the correct
determination of unsteady fluid induced bending moments and
lateral forces acting on the hub center need to be ensured. As no
experimental results for these loads are available for tidal turbines
in shear flow, the hydrodynamic loads determined by the I2VL code
have been compared to loads calculated using the commercial CFD
solver Ansys CFX: The transient CFD-simulation has been per-
formed using the k-u-SST turbulence model with a streamline
curvature correction for a rotor at constant angular speed. The flow
field has been initialized globally with the shear flow profile
described in section 3.1 at start up. For the inlet the same shear flow
in axial directionwas used, while at the outlet a pressure boundary
condition has been defined. At the distance of H from the turbine
hub a no slip wall boundary condition ensures the no penetration
boundary condition at the seabed. Far from the turbine (3D) at the
top and side borders free slip boundary condition were applied.
Hence, effects of a free surface are neglected. The turbine blades are
modeled as profiled blades of finite thickness like the turbine
model used by Bahaj et al. (2006). The mesh was chosen to be
unstructured tetra and has an extent of 4:85,106 elements in the
whole domain. At one turbine blade the surface is approximated
with 5,104 elements. Blades and seabed were equipped with a
prism layer mesh resulting in an averaged dimensionless wall
distance Yþ of 51. Automatic Wall treatment was used to model
boundary layer effects. In I2VL the turbine blades, the wake and the

Table 1
Wave data.

parameter variable unit value

wave amplitude za [m] 0.15
wave number k [ - ] 4.188
wave length L [m] 1.5
wave frequency fWave [Hz] 1.02
circular frequency uWave [rad/s] 6.41
equilibrium water height d [m] 2
gravitational acceleration g [m/s2] 9.81
hub elevation above seabed H [m] 1
turbine diameter D [m] 0.8
wave water depth cond. d=L [ - ] 0.75

Fig. 7. Thrust and Power curves from I2VL compared to experimental Data from Bahaj et al. (2006).
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fluid are modeled analogous to section 4.1. The Flow field was
initializedwith the same shear profile as in Ansys CFX. Influences of
flow field boundaries alike the seabed and the free surface are
neglected and viscous and thickness effects are modeled as
described in section 2.2.

In Fig. 8 all forces and moments acting within the inertial frame
of the hub center are plotted. It is observed that even in the initial
phase the hydrodynamic loads are well captured using the poten-
tial theory approach.

Test case II has not been verified against numerical or experi-
mental results. For each time step a spatially distributed shear flow
field is derived through the superposition of the nonuniform shear
flow with a time-dependent linear wave flow field. As the results
for shear flow conditions have been validated with good agreement
it is assumed, that this also holds for a time-dependent spatially

distributed shear flow field.
For the presented verification case the computational time was

about 4 h (6 CPU, 2.53 GHz) in I2VL and 79 h (10 CPU, 2.53 GHz
each) in Ansys CFX, which indicates a strongly reduced computa-
tional effort. Further reduction in computational time could be
achieved by using an appropriate programming language other
than MATLAB.

5. Results

5.1. Simulation of start-up behavior

All conducted transient simulations are started from a resting,
non-rotating system. At the beginning the Induction Machine is
acting as a motor, because the rotating electrical field within the

Fig. 8. Comparison of hydrodynamic loads in inertial reference frame acting at the hub center derived by Ansys CFX and I2VL.

Fig. 9. Start-up behavior of induction machine.

Fig. 10. Rotor Orbit in the y-z-plane from left to right for the Test cases I and II.
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stator windings spins faster than the high-speed shaft with the
rotor windings. Due to the relative motion voltage is induced
within the rotor windings. This leads to currents in the rotor
windings and to an associated rotating magnetic field, which
interacts with the rotating magnetic field of the stator windings.
As a result torque is applied at the high-speed shaft. This torque
in addition with the hydrodynamic forces acting on the tidal
turbine rotor are accelerating the rotational speeds of all power
train components. As the angular speed of the high-speed shaft
crosses the synchronous speed of the stator magnetic field, the
induction machine switches to generator mode. In this phase
only hydrodynamic loads are driving the shaft and the induction
generator is taking electrical power out of the system to stabilize
its angular speed on a constant level.

In Fig. 9 the results of a start-up simulation assuming no hy-
drodynamic loads at the beginning [0s, 0.5s] are shown. As the
angular speed of the power train is negative about the rotation
axis, the initial torque of the induction machine is negative too.
Due to electrical and structural inertia properties torsional vi-
brations of the rotating system can be observed, while the elec-
trical power taken from the electrical grid is still positive (motor
mode). Before reaching 0.5s the electrical power converges to a
small value above zero, which results from torsional friction as
well as from electrical and magnetic losses. When hydrodynamic
loads are added after 0.5s, the torque within the induction ma-
chine becomes positive. The induction machine is acting as a
break, while stator currents are increasing. As a result, electric
power becomes negative, which relates to power given to the
electrical grid (generator mode).

Utilizing the presented tidal turbine bond graph model the ef-
fects of electrical grid fluctuations alike voltage dip, frequency
changes, grid loss, etc. towards the hydrodynamic loads and the
structural dynamics can be modeled and will be investigated in
further research.

5.2. Orbital paths of hub center

In order to investigate the rotor dynamics of the tidal turbine
power train the focus is set on the lateral displacements of the hub
center. To study the effect of flow induced vibrations, mass eccen-
tricities as well as buoyancy effects have been neglected. In Fig. 10
the orbital displacement paths of the hub are shown for the Test
cases I - II. In all cases the tidal turbine is viewed from behind e

flow is heading towards the viewer e and the shear flow profile is
defined increasing in positive z-direction. In Fig. 11 the normalized
hydrodynamic loads Fx, Fy and Fz from left to right of a single blade
are plotted as a function of its current angular position. For every
full revolution it can be stated that the average amount of Fy is
positive, while Fz is negative as can be seen in Figs. 8 and 11.

The sign of Fy is reasonable for the shift of the hub center in
positive y-direction, but from Fz a shift in negative z-direction
would be expected. The positive shift can be explained as each
blade located in the upper region [0;þ p] is subjected to a higher Fx
then in the lower region [0; � p]. This inflow related Fx distribution
induces bending moments about the positive y-direction. In fact,
these bending moments are superior to the Fz in terms of shaft
deflection. As a result, the hub center orbital paths for all cases are
shifted towards a positive z.

5.3. Influence of wave flow field

The orbital path considering waves on the tidal turbine strongly
differs from the pure shear flow case in Fig. 10. In Fig. 12 the time-
dependent wave amplitude signal above the tidal turbine is split in
four phases, which relate to the highlighted orbital path sections:

� Phase I: negative slope - inflection point, with UWave ¼ 0,
WWave >0

� Phase II: average gradient zero - local minimum, with UWave <0,
WWave ¼ 0

� Phase III: positive slope - inflection point, with UWave ¼ 0,
WWave <0

� Phase IV: average gradient zero - local maximum, with
UWave >0, WWave ¼ 0

In Phase I the wave surface is currently lifted up, while the ve-
locity component UWave crosses zero between the positive
maximum value in Phase IV and the negative minimum in Phase II.
Phase III behaves opposite to Phase I. The negative minimum of
UWave in Phase II leads to a slackening of the shear velocity profile.
As a result, the axial thrust distribution is equalized and bending
moments about the positive y-axis are reduced. This reduces the
shaft deflections and shifts the orbital path closer to the center. The

Fig. 11. Normalized load distribution of a single blade as function of its angular po-
sition (left to right: x,y and z-direction). Note: �1/1 indicates the sign of all values in
the drawn direction.

Fig. 12. Orbit displacement relative to the phase of the wave surface.
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opposite case is observed in Phase IV, as the positive maximum
amplifies the unequal thrust distribution and increases the shaft
deflection. Dependent on the current wave phase the rotor orbital
path will shift between the minimum and maximum induced loads
of Phase II and IV respectively. In Fig. 11 it can be observed that the
wave adds a bandwidth to the lateral hydrodynamic loads of each
blade, which depends on the wave amplitude and frequency.

6. Conclusion

Within this paper an approach towards modeling the rotor dy-
namic behavior of a tidal turbine incorporating bi-directional FSI is
presented. It is shown that the UVLM is capable to meet the integral
loads calculated by higher order methods and determined by
experimental data. The orbital path results of the coupled approach
correspond to the expected behavior: nonuniform flow fields lead to
an orbit shift towards the area of higher flow velocities due to
nonuniform load distributions in the rotor plane. Also the horizontal
shift of the rotor orbit is plausible considering the turbines sense of
rotation. For the defined model parameters an average hub deflec-
tion of 162 mm in case of the shear flow profile has been determined.
Considering water waves the amplitude of hub deflection varies
between 103 mm and 214 mm dependent on the wave phase. Hereby,

it is demonstrated that the FSI coupling is important to model time
dependent nonuniform flows and contributes to a better under-
standing of the rotor dynamic behavior. Additionally, it is shown, that
the presented approach is applicable to tidal turbines and realizable
with fair computational effort of 20 s simulation time corresponding
to approximately 8 h computational time.

In upcoming work influence of blade flexibility will addressed in
order to investigate FSI related thrust and torque reductions and
their contribution towards rotor dynamics.
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Appendix A. Modelling parameters

Table A.1
inertial properties of Spinning Mass elements

section name rotor disc shaft 1 bearing 1 shaft 2 bearing 2 carrier disc
section number # 1 2 3 4 5 6
mass m [kg] 1.93 0.31 0.31 0.31 0.31 3.45

Jx [kg,mm2] 2053.07 28.59 28.59 28.59 28.59 8674.17
moment of inertia Jy [kg,mm2] 2346.96 142.42 142.42 142.42 142.42 5125.01

Jz [kg,mm2] 2346.96 142.42 142.42 142.42 142.42 5125.01

Table A.2
stiffness properties of Spinning Spring/Damper elements

interconnected section numbers 1 to 2 2 to 3 3 to 4 4 to 5 5 to 6

section length L [mm] 90.00 70.00 70.00 70.00 90.00
Young's modulus E [GPa] 210
Shear modulus G [GPa] 80
second moment of area I [mm4] 2608.71

Ip ¼ 2*I [mm4] 5217.42
damping coefficient b [Ns/m] 2.50E-05

Table A.3
Planetary Gearbox

sun radius rs [mm] 16
ring radius rr [mm] 78
planet radius rp [mm] 31
mesh stiffness Kt [N/mm] 500,000
damping coefficient bt [Ns/m] 0.0025
gear ratio i [-] 5.875
planet gears moments of inertia Jp [kg,mm2] 219.51

Table A.4
Ball Bearings

Inner race diameter di [mm] 0.031382
outer race diameter do [mm] 0.0463818
rolling element diameter db [mm] 0.073818
Young's modulus E [GPa] 210
poisson number n [-] 0.3
number of balls Nb [-] 10
radial clearance cr [mm] 1
damping coefficient b [Ns/m] 0.025
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Table A.5
Induction Machine

Mutual Inductance Lm [H] 1.43
Rotor Inductance Lr [H] 1.44
Stator Inductance Ls [H] 1.439
stator magnetic losses Rm [1/U] 0.03
rotor bar resistance Rr [U] 0.7
stator coil resistance Rs [U] 8
Number of stator winding coils Ns [-] 100
Number of Rotor Coil Turns Nr [-] 1
Number of rotor bars Nrb [-] 28
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